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There is only.onc problem with aU these examples of symbolic links between the Tarot and esoteric 
systems. No actual evidence exists to support any of the theorics. In all the many thousands of pages 
of Kabbalistic texts we find no mention of anything resembling the Tarot. 
The Tarot deck emerged at the time of the Renaissance. The intellectuals and artists of this time 
were very taken with esoteric ideas and symbolism. We find images similar to Tarot in alchemy and 
allegorical street processions. Possibly, the cards began as a game, but the designers found it natul"a1 
to base the game on spiritual and even secret ideas. And maybe the Tarot does nOi belong to any 
particular system. Maybe this lack of any hard ideology is what gives it its stunning resiliency, so that 
all systems, all traditions, all mythologies-including the growing m)lhology of a Gertain line of 
comic books-can shine so wondrously in this simple pack of cards. 
The Kabbalistic interpretation ofrarot, and in fact , the entire occult tradition , began in the late 18th 
century when a French occultist named Antoine Court de Gebelin proclaimed that the "Book of 
Thoth ," the supposed book of all knowledge (rom ancient Egypt, had not been lost after all, but 
existed in plain Sight-as the lowly Tarot. In the late 19th century, another French occultist, Eliphas 
Levi (originally Alphonse Louis Constant) carried de Gebelin 's ideas further, with more complete 
links 10 Kabbalah. 
The links became fully established at the end of the 19th century with the work of a secret occult 
group called the Order of the Golden Dawn, based on Freemasonry and ROSicrucianism. A group 
of ritual magicians, the Order used complex ceremonies and magical devices to mise themselves 
to supposedly godlike levels. William Butler Yeats was the most famous member, but there were 
many other artists, writers, politicians, and even scientists. The Golden Da\\-TI lasted for about fifteen 
years, but its influence continues even today, not just in its actual ideas and practices, but also in 
its very image. When we see groups in robes casting mysterious spells in comics, or movies, we 
really are looking at a debased version of the Order of the Golden Dawn. As part of their work, they 
developed a vast system linking every Tarot card with Kabbalah, astrology, angels, demons, names 
of Gods, etc. The astrological attributions on the trump cards of the Vertigo Tarot are based (With 
variations) on the work of the Golden Dawn. 
Today, the Tarot draws on this complicated occult tradition, but the uses and ideas have expanded. 
Modern Tarot creators have linked the cards to various cultures (Native American, Persian, Mayan, 
Celtic, Voodoo, and many others) , specific mythologies (Arthurian , Norse, etc.) , abstract pictures 
designed to induce psychological states, art for art's sake, goddess worship, alchemy, nature, herbal 
mediCine, and science fiction- to name a few. 
Once we separate the Tarot from fixed ideologies, we can begin to look at it as a special work of the 
imagination. Our culture has a certifn bias against images and fantasies. We believe in systematic 
intellectual constructions; we look doubtfully at stori es. But stories and images carry a power that 
can outlast the most complex philosophical systems. Thai power is the ability to touch us at a deep 
level we cannot explain in normal terms. We feel it in a tingling throughout our bodies, in a sense 
of pleasure, or fear, or simply awe. We recognize a truth we cannot pigeonhole or explain. The Tarot 
works because when we take away all the books, and theories, and linkages, what remains are the 
pictures. Provocative, mysterious, making use of all those traditions without ever gelting stuck in 
them. 
And something else about the Tarot. We can shuffie it. The Tarot resembles a comic book in that it 
contains pictures shOWing ch<lracters doing things. Turn them over one by one, or set them down 
by number, and a story may emerge (this is particularly Irue of the trump cards, but it can hold as 
well (or the four suits). Unlike a comic book, however, the cards are not physically attached to each 
other. We can create a whole new book just by rearmnging the cards. 
We can learn a great deal abolltthe cards by looking al their sequence. For example, the fact th<lt 
the Devil, card 15 of the twenty-two trump cards, follows Temperance, number 14, and precedes 
the Tower, 16, tells us something <lhout the Devil 's "me-.ming." 
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